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Abstract: Data Mining is a process of computing models or design in large collection of data.
There are many tools to analyze, visualize and extract data using data mining. However all the
tools are not compatible to perform all analysis operations, In this paper we have attempted data
mining tools for analysis however a tool is better than other.
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I.

Introduction

Data Analysis is a process of performing three major operations cleansing, transforming
and modeling data. However there are various tools of data mining to perform data
visualization, data analysis and data extraction. Comparison of some tools along with
parameters and features and decided to use for analysis.
Data Mining Tools:
Orange, Weka, R, Rapid Miner, Knime, Data Melt
 Orange : A data mining tool which is useful for visual programming and
explorative data analysis. It can be written in Python. Orange has multiple
components are known as widgets. This data mining tool supports
macOS,Windows and Linux.
 Weka: Weka is a machine learning data mining tool written in Java,It contains
visualization and analysis.Weka has comprehensive collection of preprocessing
data and modeling.
 R : R is also a data mining tool and open source. R has been used in statistical
computing. It implements wide variety of statistical and graphical techniques such
as linear and nonlinear Data Mining tool behaves as interpreted language.
 Rapid Miner:A data mining tool, It developed on an open core model. Mainly
rapid miner uses client/server model. Rapid Miner has been performed extraction,
transformation and data processing operations.
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 Knime : Knime(Konstanz Information Miner) is a open source data mining tool.
Once it was using in pharmaceutical research.
 Data Melt : Data Melt is a framework for scientific comp utation and multiplatform
and written in Java. It is open source data mining tool.
Comparison of all data mining tools is with parameters. Some tools get advantage
and perform better while others are not well.
Offset
True

1

False

0

(T able-1 Specific value to set in comparison )
In Table-1 and Table-2 shows all data mining tool has been specified with their
parameters either tool supports or ignore. If it gets positive or supportive value to offset assign
true means 1 and if it gets negative or not supportive value to offset assign false means 0.Offset
is using for to balance one to another.

Data Mining Tools

Features/Parameters
of Data M ining tools
Orange

Weka

R

Rapid M iner

Knime

Data Melt
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1

1

1
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(T able-2 Comparison of tools with parameters)
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II.

Methodology/Techniques

The orange data mining is beneficial to analyze data. It supports programming languages
like C, C++ and Python that also supports data validation, comparison and prediction.
Orange is Easy to earn. Orange tool is better than other as compare it above.
Orange uses for practical Implementation:
 -Data Analysis:

(Figure-3 Data Analysis using Orange)

In Figure-3 Orange has performed practical of data analysis along with some csv
(Comma Separated Values) to File Data menu tool. It co-relates with sources which
provided to the Data Table.
-Data Visualization:

(Figure-4 Data Visualization using Orange)

In Figure-4 Orange has performed practical of data visualization along with some csv
(Comma Separated Values) to Visualize Data menu tool. It co-relates with sources which
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provided to the Data Table. There are attributes specified in csv file, It consists Name,
Gender, Age, Race and Social Networking to represent analyze data.
 -Data Pre-Processing:

(Figure-5 Data Visualization using Orange)

III.

Result:

After analysis practically, orange generates results in numerical or statistical data. It
display attribute statistical with mean and median values.
Mean:

Median:

Mean value describe the age of male and female where as median display the middle
value of data.
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IV.

Conclusion:

In this study of data analysis using data mining tool, comparing their parameters to each
other and find out which tool is better to perform best analysis over data. Therefore
Orange tool has performed well and easy to use. Moreover after perform practical
implementation Orange has done everything as its feature said. This tool makes analysis
work easier.
V.
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